Chishan Lake Tourism Resort is located in Lanxi City, Zhejiang province, 14 km southeast of downtown. It used to be a reservoir named Gaochao and only for agriculture. In 2012, the reservoir losing its agriculture function gradually because of the city space is greatly extended. So the government plans to change it into a tourism area. According to this goal, three principle is put forward. First of all, we will develop the regional tourism so that Lanxi can reap benefits from it. Second, water pollution should be solved which was generated from agriculture and breeding industry around the reservoir. Third, living standard of local people should be raised. Base of this, many project was put forward.

1 Eco-base Protection
Protect original tea plantations. With the construction of ki- osks, tea-houses, tea-clubs and other structures interspersed in, the quality of tea plantations will be upgraded. And these plantations which just have single function of tea production will enhance to themed attractions which own production, sightseeing and experience as the mixed-function.

2 Water Purification
Maximize the retention of the natural background, and dredge agricultural irrigation canals with reservoir to form a diversified lake. At the same time, use biotechnology to re-habilitate the water quality.

3 Ecological Road
The traffic organization fully follows the “green transporta- tion” and “user-friendly” design philosophy. Scenic inter- nal only allows the scenic bus and battery cars. Visitors must enter to this area through some transfer points along the main roads. On both sides of the road it uses ecological de- sign with a combination of flowers and trees.

4 Residential Renovation
Reconstruct the original resident house and breeding room, change them into family hotel and service house with lo- cal characteristics of the appearance and high-quality of the inner. Besides, also help local residents to participate in the reconstruction and subsequent operations, resulting in a win-win effect!

Scenic Detailed Design
Chishan Lake Tourism Resort has designed 12 scenic spots. All the spots are fully retailed local char- acteristics and ecological base as tea plantations, reservoir, residential areas and paddy fields. This plan makes local communities achieve rapid develop- ment with smallest economic investment. And at the same time, it protects local natural en- vironment.